





ARDASHES AGOSHIAN  
MUSIC EDUCATION CENTER 

INSTRUMENT LESSONS, COMPOSITION COURSES  
                                             & ENSEMBLE COACHING 

     

     Dear Lifelong Learners,    

    What is your dream in music? 

    Is it playing an instrument? Composing and/or arranging music? Or are you playing an 
instrument but you don't know how to hit the next level? Maybe you have a vocal or instrumental 
ensemble and you (and your group) need coaching? 
  
    All these dreams and aspirations can come true with hard work and a reliable education 
system. "Agoshian Music Education Center"© is here to provide the system that you need. 
"Personally Designed Education Model"© (PDEM) is the most important feature of the system. It 
means that the whole education curriculum will be tailored especially to your needs. The aim is to 
improve your abilities, desires and targets not only in music but also in life because music is an 
inseparable part of it.  
  

    
  
            Ardashes Agoshian 

https://www.agoshianmusic.com/pedagogue


               

                       ENSEMBLE COACHING 
            

- Every ensemble can apply to this program (vocal, instrumental, mixed, duo, trio, quartet, 
quintet, and so on). 

- The coaching program consists of preparing repertoire and rehearsal plans.  The repertoire 
should (almost) fit the level of the ensemble. 

-   We will decide the number of rehearsals together.   
-   Every rehearsal is divided into three sections: warming up for creating an ensemble sound, 
score analysis and interpretation.   
-   Every group should provide their materials including their music stands. 
-   Every group is responsible for organizing their concerts. In the future, I can provide a stage 
for them if the time and place are suitable.    
-   This program has no online option but I give mentoring services about home and commercial 
recordings. 

Please feel free to write (aagoshian@gmail.com) to me for more information. 

mailto:aagoshian@gmail.com?subject=About%20lessons
mailto:aagoshian@gmail.com





	 	 	      


	 	 	 	  
                    ENSEMBLE COACHING RATES   

         
    

    Ardashes Agoshian 
 Music Education Center 
www.agoshianmusic.com 
   Tel: +31(0)633691261 

- This program is suitable for duos, trios, quartets and so on.  
- The coaching service should be taken for a minimum 4 sessions. 
- If the same ensemble takes coaching service the second time, the rates will be %5 discount and 

%10 for the third time. After the third time, the %10 discount will continue until the end of the 
sessions.  

Lessons Per session Per session Total time for 4 sessions Total rate

Coaching 90 minutes €40 per member 6 hours *€160

Total *€160

http://www.agoshianmusic.com

